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Welcome to the world famous Michigan Technological University. We here at the Daily Bull would like to take some time to
help all you freshmen, and that one weird, but cute looking girl
find your way around campus. To that end we offer you the
infamous Daily Bull’s Guide to Michigan Tech.
Administration Services: This is where you go when you need
to take out more student loans, get parking passes (good luck!).
ME-EM: The full name of this building is “Mechanical Engineering-Engineering Mechanics”, yeah, you read that right. It’s ok
though, those poor MEs don’t understand things unless you explain it in two different ways utilizing both advanced calculus
and a chicken.
MUB: This is the most important building on campus. Not only
does it house all of the student activity organization thingys, it
is also home to the greatest collegiate satirical news paper currently printed on 8½” x 11” paper. You guessed it, you currently hold a copy in your hand (you lucky husky, you!). Also
see Pepsi on back
Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Don’t Settle For Crappy Pizza!
Get A Large Studio Pepperoni
Pizza For As Little As $8 !!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

This summer, I had the chance to visit several countries to emerge myself in different cultures. My goal
was to talk to the adolescents to see what trends
them and their friends were sharing and experiencing together. A few of the places that I visited
were South Africa, Thailand, Iceland, and Australia.
Each country’s group of young people had their
own unique ways of having fun being hip. In Australia, it was cool to drink out of Camelbacks while
traveling along the west coast of South America
hitting as many surf spots as possible. This would
also include staying at the local hostels meeting
natives and buying a bracelet from each town visited. It was interesting to hear that most Australians
were afraid to visit the States due to the rumors
that obesity was contagious. In Thailand, kids ran around on Razor scooters doing back flips and
any other tricks that they could successfully complete. This would be nearly impossible since the
place I visited in Thailand was flat and full of trees. Seeing as Thailand is very close to my native
country, many of the locals thought that I, myself, was a local.
Meanwhile, in the streets of South Africa, kids have been sharing each other’s company in the
form of interpretive dancing. Although in all of the other countries that I visited, both males and
females took part in the social lingo; in South Africa, it was more appropriate for only males to
perform. Kids called this interpretive dancing: dick slang. Dick slanging requires having no shirt
on and loosely fittings shorts with a snapback hat on sideways. It is the act of putting your hands
on your waist then flinging and shaking your body side to side. This will normally enable the kid’s
intimate parts to dance back and forth. I was able to talk to Lucky Humps, a visiting Australian,
about what he thought about this national phenomenon in South Africa.
see The Opposite of Pepsi on back
We do not grow absolutely chronologically. We grow sometimes in one dimentions and not in another; unevenly. We grow partially. We
are relative. We are mature in one realm, childish in another. The past, present and future mingle and pull us backward, forward, or fix
us in the present. We are made up of layers, cells, constellations.
--Anais Nin
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the Hellenistic traditions are now housed here (fraternities and “It’s great that the blokes out here are able to express themsororities). Speaking from experience, don’t piss them off.
selves with their bodies. Personally, I find it uplifting and fitting
for these young boys to dance however they want to. It’s like
Chem-Sci: This is one of the few buildings that doesn’t have they are giving their dicks a voice, you know? It is pure brila funny name after it. You can find chemistry here. However liance mate- just so clever. ”
this reporter thinks it’s all bunk, I had a class in here and didn’t
feel anything with my lab partner, then again it might have been What kind of interpretations are these kids trying to convey
because he was a very angry marine.
with dick slang? Are they trying to sexually harass people in
public or are they trying to speak to the world with their natuEERC: The EERC is home to both the electrical engineering pro- ral gifts down under? Well that is up to you to decide folks.
gram and all the technology programs (you know, those guys
who learn the formulas and how to put crap together, don’t anger them, they have power tools and know how to use them).
Rehki: This is the home of all the CS students. In order to make their students feel more at home, that have removed, or blacked
out most of the windows. If you see one of the denizens of this place, don’t make any sudden movements, as they are kept
alive on a steady diet of caffeine and sugar.
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Fisher: They keep all the physics and math here. Beware of abnormal gravity and stray differentials. Also if you need to take either
Calc II or DiffEq, you want to take that from Todd King. He knows his shit.
Walker/Rozsa : They have humanities classes here. They also
have the Theater department here. Watch out for the actors in
the program as they are almost impossible to pick out (they are
really good at their craft).
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Subreddit of the Week:
/r/explainlikeimfive

by Anony-whaaat? ~ Daily Bull

Why, when I brush my teeth at night and have clean teeth, do I wake up with horrible breath?
What’s the deal with people thinking Beanie Babies would grow in value?
Why does the electronic button only work for my car and not every one in the lot?
Fear not, curious Redditor! There’s a subreddit for that: r/explainlikeimfive. It’s a place where people ask interesting
questions and get relatable, friendly answers. The explanations are supposed to be in lay terms, approachable, and
clear -- but not as though aimed at an actual five-year old. Let’s not jump from ‘useful’ to ‘patronizing and childish.’
The questions range from the scientific (“Quantum Tunneling, anyone?”) to the political (“someone explain this whole
Syria thing, please?”) to the just plain weird (“ELI5: Scientology”). It’s a great place to learn random facts, and a lot
more sociable than just reading Simple Wiki by yourself in the dark.
Of course, explaining like you’re five has built-in dangers. There is always a risk of attack from That Guy, who pops
in to demean an explanation as “way too simple and not accurate.” These people are largely ignored and reminded
that if they care that much they can take a hike over to r/askscience where they belong.
ELI5 is a good use of 5 - 10 minutes of your day. Pop on over to find out about money, Rogaine, the 50-state system,
eardrums, and everything else in between!

